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Macmillan Bilingual Education
Our Vision
Bilingual education is the perfect setting for students to broaden
their skills, going beyond fluency development and proficiency
certificates. The school must foster an environment full of
pedagogical practices that complement language teaching. We
aim to provide bilingual schools with the best coursebooks for
them to advance learning through this framework.

Why should schools invest
in bilingual education?

Macmillan Education has put together a bilingual offer that
enhances language acquisition through the development of
skills and competences. This is done in a contextualized way,
via subject teaching. Students develop their reading fluency and
literacy skills through an array of opportunities that boost their
creativity and critical thinking.
Exposure to a foreign language from an early age contributes
to internalization and stimulates an immersive atmosphere. Our
coursebooks present real-life situations and maximise students’
exposure to the target language, helping them in every step of
the learning journey.

Linguistic Competence
Scientific Competence
Intercultural Competence
Critical Thinking
Autonomy
Creativity
Communication
Colaboration

We abide not only by the Brazilian BNCC but also by other widely acclaimed curricula around the world (International
Baccalaureate, LOMCE, and others). Our coursebooks are written by experts in bilingualism, in various countries
such as England, USA and Spain.
Teacher Training
Bilingual education enables teachers to achieve their full potential. Therefore, teacher training is of paramount
importance. Macmillan Education joined efforts with Nile – the Norwich Institute for Language Education, one
of the best teacher education institutes in the world, to help with further reach of teacher development courses.
Besides that, the Macmillan academic team of experts in Brazil is ready to help teachers with pedagogical support
and problem-solving ideas. Teachers have both face-to-face and online access to several tools. This means
full, efficacious support across all series and platforms, making sure we advance bilingual education along with
committed professionals.

Teachers

School Community

Parents

We tackle various methodologies
that boost bilingualism. Teachers
are exposed to various ways to use
our coursebooks and resources,
through training sessions and
access to our platforms.

We encourage participation from all
those who are somehow involved in
the learning process of our students.
Principals, deans, coordinators, teachers
and school staff are all welcome to join
us in this great initiative. By welcoming
all who are part of this endeavour, we
maximise the opportunities of successful
implementation of a bilingual programme.

We guide parents by being close to
them through informative sessions
and exclusive videos that promote
our philosophy towards education
and bilingualism in general.

Our Mission
Our mission is to develop learners’ skills and competences, using English as a medium of instruction, for their future
to be brighter and full of opportunities. Our bilingual offer guides students along the educational journey, preparing
them to become active members of a global society in the years to come.

Patrícia Souza De Luccia
DIRECTOR OF LANGUAGES BRAZIL
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KNOWLEDGE
PARTNERSHIP
SCHOOLS
Knowledge
Partnership
Schools

Be part of a global network of educators at
the forefront of learning, sharing knowledge
and best teaching practice
Working together, this network of like-minded schools will
inspire best practice in the teaching of primary education
across the globe. Our focus will be to share, inspire and engage
other schools and teachers so that together we can develop
a love of learning.
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Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) is a dual-focused educational
approach in which an additional language
is used for the learning and teaching of both
content and language. Each is interwoven,
even if the emphasis is greater on one or
the other at a given time. Macmillan is at the
forefront of CLIL resource publishing, both in
print and online.
M

S

T E

STEM / STEAM

...STEM is an acronym for Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.
Lessons are integrated and inquiry-based, with
a strong focus on interdisciplinary learning.
STEM and STEAM align with the way we work
and problem solve in our daily lives, making it
an exceptional way of instructing and learning.
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Project-Based
Learning
Project-based learning (PBL) is a studentcentred pedagogy that involves a dynamic
classroom approach in which students
acquire a deeper knowledge through
active exploration of real-world challenges
and problems.

Science
...Science is a universal subject
that spans the branch of knowledge that
examines the structure and behavior of
the physical and natural world through
observation and experiment. Science
education is most commonly broken
down into the following three fields:
Biology, Chemistry, and Physics.

MATHS
.....Mathematics
can,
broadly
speaking, be subdivided into the study
of quantity, structure, space, and change
(i.e. arithmetic, algebra, geometry, and
analysis). Our materials are designed to
bridge the gap between mainstream
curriculum teaching and CLIL or Englishmedium teaching.

Social Studies
......Social studies is the integrated
study of multiple fields of social science
and the humanities, including history,
geography, and political science.
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COURSEBOOKS

NEXT STATION STARTER
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Next Station is an exciting five-level course that packs realworld aspects into meaningful tasks and language activities.

Station Student’s Book
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COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1

NEW

Next Station

B2

C1

C2

27/05/19 11:50

Pre A1

Students are guided through fun-filled lessons to explore the world on a truly global
journey, making it the perfect connection between content and language. Teachers and
students will be thrilled to go to the Next Station!

A1

• Five STEAM sections with maker-inspired, hands-on challenging projects
• A phonics program in every unit (levels 1 to 4)
• A world map and map stickers to connect the visited countries and their geographic location
• The Next Station Passport for students to complete a self-assessment chart and ‘stamp’ the
countries they’ve visited with stickers.
• Digital Student’s Book with 5 culture videos and 4-8 extra interactive activities in every unit
• Teacher’s Book with access code to the Teacher’s Presentation Kit (guidelines, suggestions,
and answer key – includes a mindfulness section with activity suggestions for each level)
• Teacher’s Presentation Kit – page-faithful Digital Student’s Book with embedded answers
and access to students’ interactive activities; Extra Resources Tab with language file
templates and a Test Generator.

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book + CLIL

9786685736144 9786685736151 9786685736168 9786685736175 9786685736182

Student’s Book + Workbook + CLIL

9786685736199 9786685736205 9786685736212 9786685736229 9786685736236

Teacher’s Book

9786685735710 9786685735727 9786685735734 9786685735741 9786685735758

Teacher’s Book + CLIL

9786685735765 9786685735772 9786685735789 9786685735796 9786685735802
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NEW

Give Me Five!
Donna Shaw, Joanne Ramsden, Rob Sved

Give Me Five! is an engaging 6-level primary course with
a strong focus on collaboration and 21st century skills.
The dynamic and fun content keeps students motivated to
reach learning goals and achieve success in external exams.
Pre A1

B1

Designed to engage and build students’ confidence as they learn to communicate
in a bilingual context, Give Me Five! provides unique opportunities for both free
and controlled speaking practice across a range of situations. Participation, learner
autonomy and social competency all take centre stage in order to help young learners
reach their true potential.

• The project-based methodology encourages teamwork and collaboration,
helping to create a positive classroom environment and celebrate achievement.
• Integrated exam practice and additional resources, including videos of Cambridge
English and Trinity mock exams, help familiarise children with exam techniques.
• The 21st century learning strand develops skills such as creative and critical thinking.
• Memorable songs, adventure stories and classroom games make learning enjoyable.
• Navio provides a seamless transition between the print materials and the digital
teaching and learning.

To find out more, visit:

mac-ed.courses/give-me-five
Pupil’s Book with Navio App

Basics

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380013491

9781380013507

9781380013514

9781380013521

9781380013538

9781380013545

Pupil’s Book + Activity Book

9786685733211

9786685733167

9786685733174

9786685733181

9786685733198

9786685733204

Teacher’s Book with Navio App

9781380024879

9781380024930

9781380024985

9781380025036

9781380025081

9781380025135

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Give Me Five! comes alive in this well designed digital
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use
the full potential of the course and additional resources,
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO
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Hats on Top
Caroline Linse, Elly Schottman

Discover, learn and grow with Hats On Top, the imaginative
4-level course that engages pre-school learners in active
discovery of the world around them in English.

starter

l3

• Thanks to CLIL-rich content, while exploring each unit theme and building English
language skills, children simultaneously gain knowledge of science, maths, social studies
and art.
• Hands-on exploration through art projects and dramatic play such as roleplay, the Hats
On Top wiggle songs and cut-out puppet conversations add a playful, kinaesthetic
dimension to learning.
• The carefully planned programme of literacy and basic maths skills development,
supported by Early Letters and Early Numbers parallel workbooks, helps children with
print and sound awareness, and at the same time master mathematical concepts,
geometric shapes and solve problems.
• The theme-related stories in each unit are provided in a Big Book format for the whole class
to enjoy together, helping teachers focus students’ attention and develop a love of reading.
• The Teacher’s Edition provides detailed three-step lesson plans and with its simple and
well-organized structure helps with classroom management and saves preparation
time.

Find out more at:

mac-ed.courses/hats-on-top
Student’s Book Pack
Activity Book
Teacher’s Edition & Webcode Pack
Interactive Classroom Pack
Class Audio CD
Early Letters Book
Early Numbers Book
Big Book

Starter (Nursery)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9780230453654

9780230444805

9780230444980

9780230445161

–

9780230444812

9780230444997

9780230445178

9780230444720

9780230444850

9780230445031

9780230445215
9780230456396

–

9780230456358

9780230456372

9780230444737

–

–

–

–

9780230444911

9780230445086

9780230445239

–

9780230444928

9780230445055

9780230445260

9780230444744

9780230444867

9780230445048

9780230445222

Concept Mats

9780230444676

Finger Puppets

9780230454118
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Story Central
Viv Lambert, Mo Choy, Angela Llanas, Libby Williams

Story Central is a 6-level primary course designed to
inspire a love of language and learning through storytelling,
empowering children to communicate effectively and develop
the skills they need both inside and outside the classroom.
Pre A1

B1

• Language is introduced through high-impact openers and visuals to create interest,
while grammar structures are presented clearly with Grammar Central highlights which
provide a useful reference for activities.
• Oral Storytelling Videos bring stories and learning to life, and American Sign Language
Vocabulary Videos help reinforce new words, keeping students motivated and engaged.
• Each Level contains a beautifully illustrated Reader, providing a rich literacy experience
while children learn English and develop a love of reading.
• Clearly signposted activities developing 21st century skills like critical thinking,
creativity, communication and collaboration help teachers easily integrate competency
development into the classroom.
• Cambridge Young Learners English Test-style practice activities provide teachers with
ready-to-use materials preparing students for international exams.

Discover more about Story Central at:

mac-ed.courses/story-central
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Pack

9781786329486

9786685734171

9786685734188

9786685734195

9781786329547

9781786329554

Student’s Book + Activity Book

9786685728415

9786685735444

9786685734409

9786685736359

9786685728453

9786685728460

Teacher’s Edition +
eBook Pack

9781786329578

9781786329585

9781786329592

9781786329608

9781786329615

9781786329622

NEW

Ferris Wheel
Carol Read

L1

L3

Ferris Wheel is a 3-level course designed to give teachers
all the tools they need to successfully manage groups of
energetic preschool learners. With the engaging stories that
students will instantly fall in love with, and the optimum level
of support, teaching becomes both effective and enjoyable.
With the unique Hop on & Hop off approach teachers can either hop on and follow
the unit sequence as it appears in the course, or hop off to cover them in the order
they choose, aligning the English course content to any first language syllabus. A
comprehensive set of teacher tools provides maximum support and enables teachers
to confidently teach and manage big classes of active and energetic 3-5 year olds, fully
engaging them in the learning process.
• Written by Carol Read, the award-winning young learners expert, Ferris Wheel
guarantees sound pedagogy that works in the classroom, with simple to implement
teaching ideas that make learning fun for pupils and teachers alike.
• Engaging animated stories and videos featuring the adorable Meerkat family and real
children help to prepare young learners for primary education and promote life skills
and values such as ‘sharing’ or ‘helping others’.
• With all resources in one place, available at the touch of a button, including Tap & Teach
lessons powered by Navio, teachers can deliver clearly sequenced lessons requiring
minimum preparation.
• A series of teacher training videos with demonstrations of classroom routines and tips
equip both novice and more experienced teachers with instant skills and knowledge
about teaching very young learners.
• Games and rewards in the Student App powered by Navio provide engaging language
practice and also motivate students to learn English outside the classroom.

Student’s Book with Navio App

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9781380026606

9781380026682

9781380026774

Activity Book

9781380018694

9781380018700

9781380018717

Teacher’s Book with Navio App

9781380026590

9781380026699

9781380026781

Flashcards

9781380026620

9781380026712

9781380026804

Mimi Puppet*

9781380027269

The Wheel Mat*

9781380018489

*Post-adoption only

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Ferris Wheel comes alive in this well designed digital
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use
the full potential of the course and additional resources,
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools,
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO
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Integrating science, maths and technologies
for real-world learning

no matter where you are on you stem
journey, stem investigations will...
allow you to access content authored by highly accomplished STEM
educators in the comprehensive, full-service Teacher Resource Book with
digital resources
integrate STEM simply and easily by providing tools such as reproducibles,
templates, graphic organisers, glossary of STEM terms, key vocabulary,
pre-teaching ideas and MORE.
make you feel confident and supported using STEM Investigations. Our
expert authors have done the hard work for you so you can explore the
amazing world of STEM education with your students at the pace and depth
of your choice.

Upper Primary /
Secondary

WHAT’S IN THE BOX?

M

S

T E

120 laminated student cards (A4 size):
20 different investigations organised into five themes
Six copies of each card (and you can print more)
A comprehensive, full-service Teacher Resource Book with digital resources

STEM Investigations Green
STEM Investigations
Teacher Resource Book

9781420243192

STE M Investigations Blue

Digital Resources

STEM Investigations

Full site licence provided for digital content

Teacher Resource Book

9781420241549

Digital Resources

Full site licence provided for digital content

Tick every box with STEM INVESTIGATIONS:

Easy to use
Highest quality
Expert authors
Supports classroom differentiation
Extremely good value
Curriculum aligned
For Middle and Upper Primary

The Student Cards present authentic
learning experiences. Each card presents
a real-world situation and problem, and students
work towards a solution to this problem
through a guided inquiry approach. Students
can work individually, in pairs or in groups.
Every investigation requires the application of
science, technologies and maths knowledge
and skills, following a design thinking process.
Each investigation also focuses on literacy,
particularly science literacy and vocabulary.

COURSEBOOK

16

omorrow

Teacher materials include:
Teacher’s Book
Teacher’s App on Navio
Tap & Teach Lessons
Integrated audio and video
Integrated classroom
management tool
Student Progress Tracker
Enhanced Teacher’s eBook
Test Generator
Resource Bank
Supplementary worksheets
Tests

Viv Lambert and Mo Choy

NEW

Global Stage

Elaine Boyd, Mo Choy, Jeanette Corbett, Araminta Crace,
Lucy Crichton, Katie Foufouti, Viv Lambert, Paul Mason,
Roisin O’Farrell, Cheryl Pelteret, Kaj Schwermer, Shelagh Speers,
Nicola Taylor, Tracy Traynor, Michael Watts

Viv Lambert and Mo Choy

Language Book
Literacy Book
Student’s App on Navio
Language and Literacy
practice activities
Immersive worlds to explore
Rewards and badges

Language Book 1

o

Language Book 1

Student materials include:

easy-to-use digital
ers and students use the
udes instant Tap & Teach
me-based practice, a classroom
nce of additional resources.

Pre A1

B1+

Global Stage is a 6-level language and literacy course for
young learners that helps them grow into competent speakers
and writers of English, and caring, responsible citizens fully
prepared to succeed on the global stage.
The course supports bilingual teachers in their efforts to equip children with the
knowledge and skills which will empower them to succeed in the competitive world
ahead. With Global Stage learners not only become competent and confident
communicators in English and their native language but also systematically build Literacy,
Self-Direction, Global Citizenship, Critical Thinking and Social-Emotional skills which will
enable them to become the leaders of the bilingual world of tomorrow.

• A unique Dual Approach with two student books: Language Book and Literacy Book
bringing together a rigorously benchmarked language learning syllabus with a diverse
literacy programme ensures ample opportunities to present, practise and monitor
language progress through a richer range of reading material with captivating artwork.
• With dedicated writing and speaking lessons, Global Stage nurtures children to become
competent speakers and writers of English so they can confidently engage with CLIL and
subject areas across the curriculum.
• Building on children’s natural inquisitiveness, the course content provides structured
opportunities to develop their Critical Thinking skills and understanding of the world.
• Drawing on the Assessment for Learning principles, the course encourages children
to reflect on their own learning helping them to develop Self-Direction as a core skill
allowing them to excel at the next stages of their education, career and life.
• Tap & Teach lessons available via Teacher App in Navio help to reduce lesson preparation
time while game-based language and literacy activities on Student App provide essential
extra practice, extending learners’ contact with English outside the classroom.
Download sample units and try out with your students in the classroom:

mac-ed.courses/global-stage
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Literacy Book and Language
Book with Navio App

9781380002136

9781380002242

9781380002358

9781380002457

9781380002570

9781380002693

Teacher’s Book
with Navio App

9781380002129

9781380002228

9781380002341

9781380002464

9781380002587

9781380002686

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Global Stage comes alive in this well designed digital
environment. Navio helps teachers and students use
the full potential of the course and additional resources,
including instant Tap & Teach lessons, presentation tools
game-based practice and classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO
17
17
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LITERACY
PROGRAM

Learn-Abouts

Primary

There’s no better way to teach investigation skills in lower primary classrooms.
Learn-Abouts are ideal for cross-curricular learning as the range of titles across all levels easily
integrate into STEAM teaching (science, technology, engineering, arts, maths).

M

S

T E

The supporting Teacher Notes provide:
• vocabulary activities               • comprehension activities
• reading and writing skills        • photocopiable sheets.

Technology

9780732993597

9781420206883

History/Culture

9780732993672

Government/Authority

9780732993603

9780732993689

9780732993658

9780732993979

Physics

9781420207484

9780732993641

9780732993887

Science/Botany/Biology

9780732994037

9781420206920

Earth/Space

9781420207293

9780732993719

9780732993610

Engineering/Robotics/Energy

Geography

9780732993818

9780732993634

9780732993580

9780732993665

9780732993702

9781420206913

9780732994969

9780732993627
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Talk About Texts

NEW

The Talk About Texts resources seamlessly integrate a number of oral language instructional strategies to
teach the four elements of talk through your guided reading sessions: listening and responding, building
vocabulary, having fluent conversations and questioning.
Both Vocabulary for Reading and Vocabulary for Talking are robustly taught and practised throughout the
guided reading sessions using a variety of strategies, including focused questions, answer frameworks and
flashcard use.
Talk About Texts’ talk-based approach also provides the perfect opportunity to prepare students for writing
with opportunities for oral rehearsal followed by quick post-reading activities.

Engineering

9781420240832

9781420240948

9781420241129

9781420240153

9781420240412

9781420240542

9781420240634

9781420240672

9781420241150

9781420240047

9781420241532

Science

Technology

9781420240306

20

9781420241242

9781420241501

STEAM

9781420239959

9781420241075

S

T E
M

A talk and vocabulary-focused approach for rich guided reading.
With its unique approach, Talk About Texts integrates the teaching of reading, vocabulary and oral
language skills into one rich and effective program which will help you to save time and achieve more.

Primary

STUDENT BOOKS AND eBOOKS
Each Student Book is ﬁnely levelled to systematically buildstudents’
reading skills and conﬁdence.
The Talk About Texts Student Books include:
• full coverage of text types, enabling students to build robust comprehension
skills across a broad range of texts
• links to other learning areas of the Curriculum, including Science, Humanities,
Social Sciences, and The Arts, allowing you to match texts to your teaching topics
and students interests
• post-reading activities at the end of every book, providing opportunities fpr
students to develop personal responser to the text by thinking, talking and writing.
eBook versions of the Student Books are available online for independent
reading on a tablet device or computer, or for shared reading on an interactive
whiteboard. Optional audio supports development of ﬂuency and expression
during independent reading.

Wide variety of
text types and
themes to engage
all students

Trees, g rass a nd v egetables all need

Carefully levelled
using Reading
Recovery levelling
criteria

sunlight t o grow.
Without sunlight, there would be n o plants.
Without plants, there would be n o food.
There would be n o animals o r people!

Vivid photos
and illustrations
support and enrich
the text

These apple trees need
sunlight t o grow f ruit.

Plants n eed
sunlight t o grow.
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After Reading

After Reading activities move students
through a process of reflection and
discussion, in preparation for writing

Let’s Think About It
• What did you already know about the Sun?

• What new information have you learnt from the book?
• What do you think is the most important message

in the book?

Let’s Talk About It
Discuss your answers in a
small group.
• I already knew ...
• I have learnt ...
• I think the most important

message is ...

How are your answers the same
or different?
16
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Springboard into Comprehension
This bestselling series allows you to systematically develop students’ comprehension skills and
strategies. All resources assist the acquisition of skills in interpreting, evaluating and critiquing
ideas, information and issues.
The carefully structured student books create an engaging learning framework that supports and
challenges students. An array of activities that provide spoken, written, digital and multimodal texts
across a range of contexts. Students’ fluency and oral comprehension skills are fostered using the
in-built features of these texts.
This outstanding series is specifically designed to provide students with multiple opportunities to practise
and develop competencies across a wide range of comprehension skills.

Compare & Contrast

Fact & Opinion

9781420271447

9781420271454

Cause & Effect

9781420265620

9781420271461

Main Idea

9781420265248

22

9781420265583

9781420271232

Identifying Detail

9781420265217

9781420271201

9781420271416

Primary /
lower secondary

Literacy Network

Upper-Primary /
secondary

Providing a balanced literacy experience is at the core of this outstanding series.
The series provides students with listening, reading, writing, speaking and viewing
experiences with print, oral, digital and multimodal texts.

M

S

T E

The teaching/learning approach provides for:
• focused guided reading opportunities that support the development of skills and strategies
• developing comprehension strategies to build literal and inferred meaning, and evaluate
texts
• opportunities to create texts and develop understanding of text structures
• listening and speaking experiences that develop interaction skills and oral comprehension.

Space

9781420207279

Technology

9781420275636

9781420275858

Body Motion

9781420275896

9781420290592

Biographies

Robotics

9781420275568

History/Sports

9781420290523

Natural Disasters

9781420290677

A Continent of Ice and Snow

9781420275681

9781420275766
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GRAMMAR/
WRITING

Grammar Rules!
Grammar Rules! provides a context-based approach,
demonstrating how grammar works at the word, sentence
and text levels to communicate and make meaning.

Primary / lower
Secondary

Grammar Rules! is a sequential, whole-school programme that is systematic and fun! Each
unit covers a range of informative, imaginative and persuasive texts and is based on a model
text that establishes the context for the grammar focus. Students understand how to use
grammar when constructing their own texts and responding to the texts of others – in the
real world!
Grammar Rules! includes:
• quirky and fun illustrations
• reflection boxes in books 1-4 that allows students to assess their progress.
• a disc with the Teacher Resource Book with access to teaching notes, photocopiables
and bonus wall charts.

Level 1
Student’s Book
Teacher Resource Book

Level 2

9781420236576
9781420236583
9781420236637

Level 3

9781420236590

Level 4

Level 5

9781420236606 9781420236613
9781420236644

Level 6

9781420236620

C L I L
Start your free 30-day trial

onestopenglish.com/clil
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maths

Macmill

an

Maths

Peter Maher

ProBlem
S o lv i n
g

MINIMUM SYSTEM
REQUIREMEN
TS
Adobe Acrobat
7 (or
Windows: Windowshigher)
XP
Mac: OSX
UNAUTHORI
SED COPYING
IS PROHIBITED.

Box

1

Macmillan Maths:
Problem Solving Boxes

Teacher Resourc
es +
IWB-Friendly
PDFs
ISBN 978 1 4202

Copyright © Peter 9393 7
Macmillan Education Maher/

Australia 2011
www.macmillan.com
.au

Primary / lower
Secondary

M

S

T E

Our problem-solving boxes are designed to take learners on a creative learning journey!
Students are encouraged to use real contexts to apply the mathematics they have learned in lessons,
or use their skills to pose problems for their peers. Presented in a flexible, supplementary format,
they are an easy, out-of-the box resource for additional practice that will challenge students to
think deeply and laterally to develop a full understanding and firm grasp of mathematical concepts.
Suitable for bilingual contexts and STEM classrooms.
Each box contains 150 enticing cards to develop and strengthen problem-solving strategies across:
• Number and Algebra           • Measurement and Geometry
• Statistics and Probability     • Extension activities are also included.
The digital offering provides:
• a teaching guide                  • assessment guidelines and rubrics
• posters                                  • record sheets, answers and index.
• IWB-friendly PDFs of all cards and blank card templates
Box 1 (Year 1)

Box 2 (Year 2)

Box 3 (Year 3)

Box 4 (Year 4)

9781420293937

9781420293944

9781420293951

9781420293968

Max Maths
A Singapore Approach

NEW

This complete course solution is matched to the Cambridge Primary maths
curriculum framework, and is specially designed to support learners in
international and bilingual schools.

Primary / lower
Secondary

M

S

T E

The course provides stimulating and engaging content that makes maths fun, while ensuring that
every learner has a firm understanding of new concepts, and is progressing to their full potential. The
course provides support for students whose first language is not English, and guidance for teachers
who are teaching maths through CLIL or EMI (English as a medium of instruction).
Max Maths – A Singapore Approach features:
• an accessible and effective approach with carefully scaffolded activities throughout
• exercises which are designed to develop reasoning and critical thinking and problem solving skills
through both independent and collaborative learning
• clear explanations of new mathematical terms, with full-colour illustrations to support students
whose first language is not English
• real-world contexts to teach mathematical concepts, and activities that support the ConcretePictorial-Abstract (the innovative way of teaching Maths in Singapore) approach.
• a Journal component with language support for parents, and activities that encourage students to
reflect on their learning
• a full teacher training programme on world-class maths pedagogy, and on teaching maths in
English.
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380008749

9781380012647

9781380012654

9781380012661

9781380012678

9781380012692

Workbook

9781380017741

9781380017789

9781380017826

9781380017864

9781380017901

9781380017949

Teacher’s Guide

9781380017758

9781380017796

9781380017833

9781380017871

9781380017918

9781380017956

Student’s Book
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Max Maths Adaptive Practice
This unique and powerful digital learning platform will help improve your students’ ability, and
results in mathematics.

M

S

T E

Upper Primary /
Secondary

Using the award-winning technology created by bettermarks GmbH, Max Maths Adaptive Practice
personalises the learning of each student by recognising knowledge gaps and repeated errors, and
provides feedback and support to help correct mistakes.
The entire programme contains over 40 interactive maths books with 100,000 questions and
explanations for the leading international curricula. It can be used flexibly by teachers as a blended
learning tool, or as a stand-alone resource. Assign exercises to complete in class, or at home, and
get the results at the click of a button. No collecting, no marking – just results.
Max Maths Adaptive Practice offers:
• a powerful platform for assigning practice, tracking performance, and evaluating results of entire
classes or individuals
• over 100 exercise types and calculation tools for answering and visualising problems that mirror
work traditionally done on paper
• a substantial bank of hints, mathematical terminology, examples and full explanations to support
students in their work
• the flexibility for teachers to select and assign exercises around a core text, or to create new
material tailored to students’ needs in print or digital format
• motivation to improve and complete assignments through the use of coin banks and positive
reinforcement along the way.

Teach
Introduce the topic
in the lesson as you
usually would.

Assign
Give exercises
to your students.

Work
Evaluate
The students work
Evaluate the results
through the exercises with the click of a
on the computer.
button.

Follow up
Repeat material
or move on to
the next topic.

Max Maths Adaptive Practice works on an annual subscription
model with an unlimited number of users per institution
and location. The pricing varies according to
your syllabus and school years.

Sign up
for a three
week trial
28

For further information on pricing and
technical requirements please visit:
maxmaths.education/home

science
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NEW

Max Science

Max Science primary is a highly engaging and
effective print and digital scheme based on the most
successful teaching methodologies used in world science
today.

Primary / lower
Secondary

Over 6 stages (Years 1 - 6), Max Science primary introduces students to the key concepts
and topics of primary Biology, Chemistry and Physics with carefully scaffolded resources
that build knowledge and confidence throughout the course. All the content has been
written by a highly experienced and knowledgeable author team who share a philosophy
of learning grounded in science education research. As well as following the most effective
approaches for mastering scientific skills, our titles focus on the challenges posed by
scientific language and are carefully designed to promote fluency of scientific language
and terminology.

A Max Science primary - Discovering through Enquiry features:
• 100% match to the Cambridge Primary Science Curriculum Framework (stages 1 – 6).
• Integrates and clearly identifies the skills of scientific enquiry and critical thinking.
• All materials are international in content, flexible and adaptable for all global regions.
• T
 here is English language support across all the resources to support CLIL teachers and
learners whose first language is not English.
• A
 s part of the Macmillan Education International Curriculum ‘Promise’, the course
includes continuous assessment, school-home journal, easy to use digital components,
differentiation, tools for independent learning and full teacher support including
professional development.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380024046

9781380024121

9781380024206

9781380024282

9781380024367

9781380024442

Workbook

9781380021526

9781380021564

9781380021601

9781380021649

9781380021687

9781380021724

Presentation Kit

9781380024060

9781380024145

9781380024220

9781380024305

9781380024381

9781380024466

Teacher’s Guide

9781380021540

9781380021588

9781380021625

9781380021663

9781380021700

9781380021748

Journal

9781380021533

9781380021571

9781380021618

9781380021656

9781380021694

9781380021731

Student’s Book + Digital SB
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A Max Science lesson is based upon three key themes:
Orientation - Why are we doing this? What do we want to find out? Why is this important?
Exploration – Let’s explore, experiment and investigate. Let’s find out.
Accommodation – So what have we found out? What have we learnt? Let’s make a note. Let’s explain to each other.
What did we think would happen at the start of the lesson?

3

Investigating reflection

EXPLORATION
• Guided group activity
• Clear structure
• Short, simple task

Work in small groups.
a. You will need a ray box and a mirror. With the room lights dimmed, learn how
to make a single beam of light using the ray box.
b. Direct the single beam to a mirror standing in a holder. The mirror should be
vertical. Observe what happens to the beam.

WB

Hint

scaffolding
• Illustration and hint to support learning.

Don’t forget to put
arrows on the light
rays you draw to
show their direction.

Some uses of mirrors
1

2

4

How we can use
mirrors

a. Talk with a partner
about how the
mirrors in each of
these photos above
are used.
3

4

Discursive activity
• Clear images
• Shared ideas
• Formative assessment  to close.

b. Write a sentence
explaining how we use
each of these mirrors
or draw a diagram
showing light rays to
help explain each use.

WB

16

1 Sources of light and seeing

Accommodation
• Directs learners to workbook
task for this activity.

6.2 Where do plants
come from?

Key w

In this section, I am learning:

rds

grow
predict
seed
water

what seeds and plants need to grow
to make a prediction

Look at Picture A. Talk about what is happening in your
group.

Orientation

Now look at Picture B. Can you predict how the plant got
there? Why did it grow? Why are there no other plants there?

• What sort of learning does this
orientation task encourage?
• What will learners be doing?
• What might they be saying?

Picture B
Picture A

6 Growing Plants

85

Investigating the effect of temperature
5

How does temperature affect how quickly sugar
dissolves?
In your Workbook, record each
stage in your investigation as you
work through it. Look back to the
diagram on the previous page to
help you make decisions yourself.
a)

Predicting
Predict the pattern you expect
to find.

b)

Carrying out and recording

What will
happen?

Hint
Start your prediction
with “
The higher the
temperature . . .” .

Now start your tests.
Repeat them three times with each different
temperature if you have time.

Investigating
• Planning
• Predicting
• Measuring
• Interpreting

• Record your results in a table in your
Workbook. Your teacher will help you work
out the average (or mean) time if necessary.
• When you have finished all your tests, plot
your results on a line graph. (Remember,
a line graph needs both variables to be
measured – and here we have numbers for
both “
Temperature in °C” and “
Time for
sugar to dissolve (in seconds)”.

WB
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Max Science Enquiry Boxes NEW
The Max Science Enquiry Boxes series is a flexible resource to support International schools that
are following the Cambridge Primary science curriculum framework.

Primary / lower
Secondary

M

S

T E

Activities throughout the series support a student-centred, hands-on approach, and guide learners
through the stages of design thinking, planning work, presenting evidence and drawing conclusions.
The Max Science Enquiry Box series helps students develop their understanding of concepts
through practical application, while teachers are supported in delivering a modern and relevant
science class.
A ‘Scientific Enquiry’ strand is also included to support teachers and students who need to focus on
the development of enquiry-based learning skills, and raise confidence with the approach.
The Max Science Enquiry Box series features:
•  four strands to support the Cambridge Primary science curriculum: Chemistry, Biology, Physics
and ‘Scientific Enquiry’
•  support for teachers who need to focus on the development of enquiry-based learning skills with
their students
•  embedded language support for learners and teachers whose first language is not English
•  over 100 free, downloadable online resources for each stage which includes Worksheets,
Teacher’s Notes (with language support) and Answer Keys
•  step-by-step guidance for teachers on how to approach and scaffold lessons appropriately to
encourage students to work both independently and collaboratively on key tasks.

Max Science Enquiry Box 1

Max Science Enquiry Box 2

Max Science Enquiry Box 3

Max Science Enquiry Box 4

9781380019912

9781380019929

9781380019936

9781380019943

Macmillan Science
A carefully graded primary science course for 6-12 year olds
Macmillan Science follows current best practice in science education and is written by leading
authors of primary science resources in the UK. Through stimulating content and carefully graded
activities and exercises, pupils are guided to develop a sound framework of scientific knowledge and
understanding.

Primary / lower
Secondary

Key features:
• investigative hands-on approach to learning through practical activities makes the lessons
memorable and enjoyable
• each lesson starts with stimuli from the children’s environment
• comprehensive syllabus ensures knowledge of the key areas is built up gradually and thoroughly
• clear learning outcomes make the purpose of each unit clear to teachers and pupils
• key word boxes highlight difficult vocabulary

Pupil’s Book + eBook +
CD-ROM
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Level 1

Level 2

9781380000248

9781380000262

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380000286 9781380000309 9781380000323 9781380000347

Teacher’s Book + Student’s
eBook

9781380000231

9781380000255

9781380000279

9781380000293 9781380000316 9781380000330

Workbook

9780230028395

9780230028432

9780230028470

9780230028517 9780230028555 9780230028593

The Garden
Project

The Garden Project

The Garden
Project

NEW

Journal of Observation

The Garden Project delivers a unique bilingual experience by
giving educators the best practices to bring STEAM and PBL to
life.
Bilingual education aims to provide opportunities for linguistic development along with a
presentation of the concepts of various content areas. The best way to achieve that in preprimary education is to combine a good language program with high-level STEAM work
that actively deals with problem solving, learner autonomy and applying content in realworld situations. STEAM in Pre-Primary Education is project-based learning, which paves
the way for learners to work collaboratively.

.......................................................................

1

Pre-Primary / Primary

M

S

T E

The Garden Project is the first of its kind to combine a Project-Based Learning (PBL)
approach and a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths) framework.
The project is based on the principles of sustainability and encourages children to learn
about various topics using the environment as the third educator.
Both students and teachers will have rich opportunities to use English while exploring
nature and the environment within the classroom, boosting up curiosity as children nurture
the plants while they grow. At each step of the growing process children are welcome to
ask and answer questions, documenting their findings in their beautiful Garden Project
Journals.
The Garden Project features:
• A STEAM framework; from asking simple questions to observation and categorization of
the world. These skills are developed using each of the STEAM disciplines.
• A dynamic PBL approach, in which children gain knowledge and skills by investigating
and responding to a “big question” over a period of time.
• The innovative project is the first of its kind to combine studies of the environment with
ELT, all within a STEAM framework.
• The flexible approach offers you the freedom to carry out The Garden Project at
different times of the year, with various fruits from different parts of the world.
• This multi-sensory, hands-on project encourages children to get their hands dirty and
experience nature using all of their senses.
• The social and emotional focus is key to the project as it develops patience, caring
for living things, working together and empathy. Children deepen their understanding
of nature as well as their own important role as global citizens in looking after the
environment.
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Journal of Wonder Pack

Journal of Observation Pack

Journal of Investigation Pack

Teacher’s Manual Pack

9786685735550

9786685735567

9786685735574

9786685735956

COMPLETE CLASSROOM PACK
For the pupils
Journal of Wonder
(3-4 years)

The Garden
Project
Journal of Wonder

The Garden
Project

The spiral-bound journals give the pupils the space they need to
experiment freely. The pages are perforated, offering the flexibility to
remove them.

Journal of Observation

The Garden
Project
.......................................................................

Sample taken from pupil’s material, Journal of Investigation

Journal of Investigation
1

Root Drawing

100% RECYCLED P

Roots can
rowg in all
rections
di
looking for foodr. and wate
Finish the
roots of the
ree by
t blowing the inkrection
inSample
the
of
di
roots.
main
taken
fromthe
pupil’s material,

Journal of Observatio

n

Friends of
the Garden

100% RECYCLE

.......................................................................

Sample taken from pupil’s material, Journal of Wonder

100% RECYCLED PA

1

Drop your ink
re he

because it turns its face to look
roughout
at the
the
sun
y.da th

Journal of Observation
(4-5 years)

D P

There are
many bugs
Inspired
and insec
by the abori
ts that are
ginal drawi
good for
Complete
our garde
ngs of Austr
these bugs’
alia, these
journey aroun
bugs like
d your garde
n with the
cut-o
33. uts

.......................................................................

1

The beautifully-crafted materials are
all printed on thick 100% recycled
paper to allow children to experiment
with a variety of natural materials such
as mud, leaves and beans.

Journal of Investigation
(5 years+)

Preparing - Lesson 2:
uction to plants and plant parts
> EAR
LY LEARNING
My World: I can explain
role
the
roots play in
plants in one sentence.

8

Next step:I can
represent
roots visually by
thinning out the
remities,
ext
just the
roots
way
grow in natu
re.

> EARLY LEARNIN
G
Art: I can
cut out and
along the
the
and
dotted lines.gluerds
ladybi
bees

nit 2 Planting
- Lesson 4:
Friends of the
garden

19

Next step:
I
recognise
bees and r
insects that
ladybi
ds as
re friends
a
of rden.
my ga

> EAR
LY LEARNING
Expressive Arts: I
respond to di
rent tactile
experiences, for example, observing
rence the di
between the textu
re of seeds and thatr.of pape
Next step:I experiment with
re textu
th
rough
rent in di
sound, with the sounds beans make
containers.

12

nit 1 Preparing - Lesson 2:
Introduction to plants and plant parts

The Garden Project Pupil’s Folder

oject
The GardenWonderPr

The Garden Project

Journal of

For the families

Journal of Investigation

The Garden Project
Family Booklet

..
............................
Name ..............
..
............................
Class ..............

Name ............................................
Class ............................................

The Garden Project
Journal of Observation

Name ......................
......................
Class ......................
......................

For the teachers

spinach

açaí berries

radishes
corn

black
tomato
beans

guarana
mango

cassava

lettuce
banana

mango
onion

guarana
onion

The Garden Project

Learning about sustainability and seeding healthy eating habits

M U LT I - S E N S O R Y

strawberry

black
tomato
beans

Brazil
S

basil

arracacha root

potatoes
carrot

avocado

green
beet
beans

E

passion fruit

T

okra

A

The highly-visual Teacher’s Manual gives teachers a
step-by-step guide on how to implement The Garden
Project. The STEAM and multi-sensory activities are
clearly signposted in each lesson.

M

pineapple

Teacher’s Manual

Our Harvest Chart

The Garden Project
Class: ....................................................

Brazil

Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

January

February

March

April

May

June

7

8

9

10

11

12

July

August

September

October

November

December

The Garden Project
+
eggplant

+
carrots

The Vegetable Plot
Audio CD

Companion Plants

+
black beans

okra

+
onions

potatoes

+
ananas

+
garlic

zucchinis

+
tomatoes

lettuce

+
corn

+
spinach

passion fruit

pepper

+

2 Classroom Posters

strawberries
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ByME

primary

Bilingual combos for all your needs

arts & crafts
option 2
arts & crafts
levelS 1 to 6

option 1
arts & crafts
projects
levelS 1 to 6

MUSIC

Natural Science

social Science

Digital Products for Teachers and Students
37

arts & crafts
“I designed Arts & Crafts books
and projects to foster creativity
and personal expression
in young learners. But as a
CLIL teacher, I also created
opportunities to maximise
learning, critical thinking and
communication skills.”
Jane Martin

leveLS 1 to 6

Published in 2013, ByME Arts & Crafts is
by now the most adopted textbook for
the subject of Artistic Education in Spain.
It includes a wide range of artworks
from different historic periods, showing
different kinds of art techniques and
introducing artists from all over the world.
A simple, student-centred methodology
ensures the participation of every child.

Components
6 level Student’s Books.

nn

A full-colour Teacher’s Book with
step-by-step lesson plans.

nn

An audio CD with listening activities
and festival songs.

nn

A pack of 96 printed flashcards (in
levels 1 & 2).

nn

Photocopiable resources.

nn

A Digital Platform.

nn
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You’ll love it!
Simple and effective methodology.

nn

Special sections with language support.

nn

Extension activities for fast finishers.

nn

Includes group projects.

nn

arts & crafts KEY FEATURES

5

Attractive

You’ll
love it

Designed to inspire an
appreciation for and an
interest in art.

reasons

Authentic
Includes a range of real artwork,
showcasing different styles, genres and
time periods.

Progressive

Concise

Students create their own works
based on a real piece, using the
skills they have acquired.

Students are introduced to
specific artistic concepts and
techniques.

Well-rounded
Additional, optional revision units that allow you to meet your
students’ needs through collaborative learning and a variety of
projects.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Pack

9788415867005

9788415867029

9788415867012

9788415867036

9788415867043

9788415867111

Teacher’s Book Pack

9788415867333

9788415867340

9788415867357

9788415867081

9788415867371

9788415867104

Flashcards

8414643034056

8414643034063

–

–

–

–
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arts & crafts content highlights
Simple methodology

1

2

Observe
First we observe
original artworks
and reflect on
emotions and
feelings art
inspires in us.

Analyse

Incredible variety of artists and
artworks from all historic periods.

nn

Learning how to appreciate, observe
and interpret art. Specific questions
are used to guide students.

nn

Specific, step-by-step tasks
to guide students.

nn

4

3
Practise
Let’s put our
knowledge into
practice using
templates or
worksheets.

Now we learn
to analyse and
understand
better the art
techniques
used in the
artwork.

Create

Specific language support.

nn

Finished? Good job! There are extra
activities for fast-finishers.

nn

Finally, we
make our own
art project
inspired by
the original
artwork.

Projects developed with simple
or recyclable materials.

nn

Step-by-step real-life
photographs to guide students.

nn

Even more support for teachers and students!
Talk about art

Art techniques
Language
reference to help
students talk
about artistic
concepts.

nn

40

Specific Picture
Dictionary of art
techniques,
with clear reallife photographs.

nn

Art materials

Festivals
Handy Picture
Dictionary of
the materials
used in the
book.

Six fun
festival
projects in
each course!

nn

nn

UNIT

LEVEL

arts & crafts scope and sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6
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arts & crafts PROJECTS
ByME Arts & Crafts Projects
have been designed
specifically to offer you the
possibility of tailoring the
textbook to your classroom
needs. Whatever your
timetable or your objectives
these projects will work for
you!

You’ll love it!
Following ByME’s best-selling
Arts & Crafts methodology.

nn

A wide range of projects to choose
from and combine.

nn

A globalised approach to CLIL.

Components

nn

A full-colour Teacher’s Book with
step-by-step lesson plans.

nn

A Digital Platform with plenty of
interactive activities for students.

nn

Perfect for content-based teaching in
CLIL settings.

nn

36 projects to choose from!

42

Green Pack

Blue Pack

Links to Natural Science.

Links to Social Science.

arts & crafts PROJECTS key features

5

You’ll
love it

reasons

CLIL
In-depth projects that cover both artistic
concepts with Natural and Social Science
content allow for a globalised teaching
approach.

Creative
A wide range of projects ensures
originality and creativity from your
students.

Flexible
Whatever your timetable or
teaching objectives, these varied
projects will give you the power to
decide when, where and how to
introduce art in your classroom.

Digital
Multimedia resources including fun
interactive activities to help bring
your art classes to life.

Innovative
A new approach to introducing art in English that adapts to the needs of
your class, with contextualised projects focusing on art concepts in more
depth, encouraging students to not simply copy but really create their
own art.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Projects GREEN Pack

9788416888160

9788416888184

9788416888207

9788416888221

9788416888245

9788416888269

Student’s Book Projects BLUE Pack

9788416888177

9788416888191

9788416888214

9788416888238

9788416888252

9788416888276
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arts & crafts PROJECTS content highlights

A quick glance at materials

Cross-curricular links
Each lesson has a
direct link to Social
Science or Natural
Science.

nn

Every ByME Arts & Crafts Project starts
with a clear visual presentation of all the
materials students will use to complete
the final artwork.

nn

A step-by-step
approach to practise
new techniques in
CLIL classrooms.

nn

Create artwork

Explore elements of art
Students apply new
skills and techniques
they have learnt to
make their personal
expression of art.

nn

Guided practice and support
included in all pages.

nn

Inspire analytical and creative thinking
Age-appropriate and
topic-relevant original
artwork.

nn

A short text introducing
key vocabulary.

nn

Incorporates ColorADD
coded activities.
A unique, inclusive
graphic language that
allows colourblind
children to identify
colours.

www.coloradd.net
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Questions to think about
and analyse the artwork.

nn

Festivals

Technology in art and Geometry in art

All levels come with six festivals
covering all kinds of special days.

nn

Highlighting geometric
drawing and audiovisual learning
standards presented in
the current
Art curriculum.

nn

Let’s talk about art!
Activities designed to encourage
students to talk and to practise
new vocabulary.

nn

Students are encouraged to
reflect on their own artwork and
their classmates’ artwork.

nn

Blue and Green Packs
include Online Festivals

LEVEL

arts & crafts PROJECTS scope and sequence

Project A

Project B

Project C

Project D

Project E

Project F

1
2
3
4
5
6
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MUSIC
You’ll love it!
Appealing songs, musical extracts
and illustrations.

nn

A communicative approach.

nn

Plenty of English language support
and practice.

nn

Fun sections and hands-on activities.

nn

Components
For the student
Student’s Book.

nn

Audio CD with motivational musical
extracts and didactic songs.

nn

ByME Music covers all key content related to
music concepts, listening, musical performance,
dance and movement. The Teacher’s Book
includes cross-curricular links to Natural
Science, Social Science and Arts & Crafts to
promote global, meaningful learning.
At home, students can further explore new
concepts and practise vocabulary in a digital
format.

For the teacher
Teacher’s Book with lesson plans and easy-to-follow
instructions for each lesson.

nn

nn

2 audio CDs:
• CD 1: motivational musical extracts and didactic
songs.
• CD 2: recordings of the introductory texts and
recordings for auditory discrimination activities.

For the classroom
6 large-scale, full-colour posters.

nn

96 printed flashcards.

nn

Digital flashcards.

nn
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Digital resources
IWB Student’s Book.

nn

Learning Kit: presentations, interactive
flashcards viewer, interactive activities,
lyrics, etc.

nn

Teacher’s Kit: worksheets, wordlists,
music scores, syllabus, parent letters,
audio bank, evaluation grids, etc.

nn

Family Corner: wordlists, presentations
in English and Spanish, full-colour
posters.

nn

music key features

5

You’ll
love it!

reasons

English language
support
Students are encouraged to express their
feelings about what they have learnt by
using the grammatical structures and
vocabulary provided.

Holistic
approach
Movement, dance and activities centred
on feelings and values encourage students
to think with their bodies as well as their
hearts.

Irresistibly
motivating
An attractive layout, clear
presentation and hands-on activities
motivate students and encourage
them to develop musical creativity.

Digital support
The ByME Digital platform for
teachers and students has plenty of
interactive activities, presentations,
videos, digital flashcards, posters
and much more!

Global learning
Cross-curricular links to Natural Science, Social Science and Arts & Crafts in
the Teacher’s Book allow for a global learning experience.

Level 1

Level 2

Student’s Book

9788416888344

9788416888368

Teacher’s Book

9788416888351

9788416888375
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MUSIC CONTENT HIGHLIGHTS

Unit opener
Inspiring illustrations create an engaging
environment for students, while motivational songs
or musical pieces relate to the illustration and the
topic of the unit.

nn

Opening activities are designed to stimulate
creativity and are centred on feelings and values.

nn

Time to
DANCE

SING

LISTEN
The Time to section is designed to
help students learn to listen, sing
and dance.

nn

Students train their ear, improve their
singing abilities and use their bodies
to express rhythm.

nn

Discover
Music theory has never been
more fun! Work on rhythm, pitch,
duration, dynamics and tempo as
you take your students through
the basics of music. Short, easyto-understand texts are followed
by hands-on activities to put new
knowledge into practice.

nn

Play
Move through a whole host of
instruments, beginning with
body percussion and simple
instrumental activities.

nn

In level 3, students start learning
how to
play the recorder.

nn
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Create
The Create section provides
students with the opportunity
to be creative and to express
themselves.

nn

Easy-to-follow written instructions
and illustrations
are provided to help complete the
project.

nn

Sing

Talk about music

This page presents the voice as an
instrument. It gives students the opportunity
to practise their vocal technique while
singing songs.

nn

Lyrics are always provided for each song so
students can sing along.

nn

Now that students have listened, discovered,
played, sung and danced, it’s time to talk about
their experiences!

nn

Useful language structures give students
confidence in speaking.

nn

final pages

End-of-term pages
To reinforce group dynamics and
cooperative learning, this end-of-term
section presents simple projects to be
completed as a class. The Teacher’s Book
offers ideas on ways of working together.

nn

Picture dictionary
A quick overview of the key vocabulary students
have learnt throughout the course.

nn

In addition to training their ears in instruments
and types of sounds, students can practise their
pronunciation by listening to new vocabulary.

nn

Lyrics
At the back of the book, the complete lyrics of the
Unit opener songs are printed for easy reference.

nn

music scope and sequence

UNIT
LEVEL

1

2
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Natural Science
ByME Natural Science has been
designed specifically to help
teachers deal with diverse needs
in the classroom. The heart of the
textbook is a carefully graded
progression of both language and
content. Stories and characters
motivate and guide children.
Hands-on activities make them
participate actively in the learning
leveLS 1 to 6

process.

You’ll love it!

More Support
Activity Books for all levels
Full-colour, dynamic Activity Book,
is an excellent option to further reinforce contents
at home or at school. It includes a bilingual
glossary and mini-projects to explore the scientific
method from home.

Clear and attractive visual presentation.

nn

Simple unit structure.

nn

Constant revision and progress checking.

nn

End of term cooperative activities.

nn

Study Skills and Life Skills.

nn

More materials
Digital resources

For the teacher
Full-colour Teacher’s Book.

Digital Platform for
Students and Teachers.

nn

nn

Audio CD with stories, songs and chants.

nn

nn Digital Books available
for levels 3-6.

Easy-to-follow, flexible lesson plans with lesson
summaries and language focus.

nn

nn Extra teaching resources
for all levels (tests, evaluation
grids, letters to families...).

Content maps, helpful tips and classroom
management sections.

nn

Plenty of printable resources.

nn

For the classroom
3 packs of 6 large scale posters (for levels 1&2,
3&4 and 5&6).

nn

Printed (levels 1&2) and digital (levels 3-6)
flashcards.

nn
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Interactive activities and games for all levels.

nn

Multimedia resources.

nn

More choices
Modular versions
If your school is not fully immersed in a Bilingual or Trilingual
Programme, try using a modular version of the topic you prefer:
animals, plants, weather, climate etc. A module contains:
A unit from the Student’s Book.

nn

A corresponding unit in the Activity Book.

nn

Relevant pages from the Glossary and Picture Dictionary.

nn

All units available in modules!

Natural Science Highlights

Values

Fun projects and experiments
An age-appropriate introduction
to scientific method from the very
beginning.

nn

Carefully designed projects with
simple, everyday materials.

nn

nn

nn

Revising and Learning to Learn

Students are introduced to values
and ethics in relation to the science
project.
ByME encourages students to
develop their independence, and
social and personal responsibility.

Well summarised information and
mind maps in every unit.

nn

Review questions to check
progress.

nn

Includes pairwork and groupwork
revision activities.

nn

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Pack

9788415867128

9788415867302

9788416483303

9788416483310

9788416483792

9788416380398

Activity Book

9788415867135

9788416380268

9788415867159

9788416380275

9788415867173

9788416380282
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Natural Science Highlights

Motivating introduction
Short text sets a framework for learning.

nn

Questions to stimulate cooperative
learning.

nn

Fun songs introducing new content and
an activity to practise listening skills.

nn

Characters lead
students through the
adventure of learning.

nn

Learning new content with Thinking Skills

A balanced combination of illustration and
age-appropiate real life photographs.

nn

Let’s check our understanding! Simple
reading comprehension questions.

nn

Let’s use our brains! Questions that
involve higher order thinking skills and
proposals that put your creativity into
action.

nn

Bite-size chunks of
extracurricular information for
curious young minds.
Ideal to dazzle parents!

nn
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LEVEL

UNIT

Natural Science Scope and sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

All about me

How my
body works

The human body

Body systems

Living things

Interaction

2

Healthy habits

Look after
yourself

Look after
yourself

Looking after
youself

Interaction
and the body

Nutrition

3

Living things

The animal
kingdom

Living things

Health and illness

Reproduction

4

Animals

The plant
kingdom

Mammals
and birds

Animals

The plant
kingdom

Living things

5

What is it
made of?

Matter
and forces

Reptiles,
amphibians
and fish

Plants

Ecosystems

Ecosystems

6

How does it
work?

Machines
and energy

Invertebrates

Ecosystems

The biosphere

Matter

Matter, materials
and mixtures

Matter, materials
and forces

Matter and forces

Energy

8

Energy

Energy

Energy

Electricity
and magnetism

9

Machines

Machines

Technology

Using technology

7

Living things
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Social Science
ByME Social Science is a perfect companion
to lead your students through their first
experiences of Human Geography, Physical
Geography and History. It is based on
the guiding principles of simplicity and
motivation, so that Bilingual Education can
turn into a real success in your class.

Motivating, flexible
and easy to use!
leveLS 1 to 6

You’ll love it!

More Support

Student-friendly unit structure.

Activity Books for all levels

Clear design with plenty of visual aids.

Full-colour, dynamic Activity Book is an excellent
option to further practise writing and reading skills at
home or at school.
It includes a bilingual glossary and mini-projects to
explore the scientific method from home.

nn
nn

Constant revision and progress checking.

nn

Special attention to Cooperative Learning.

nn

Activities to encourage Critical Thinking.

nn

More flexible
All units available in modules
If you decide to teach just a part of the Social Science curriculum
in English, ByME offers you the possibility of choosing any content
you like in a modular version. A module contains:
A unit from the Student’s Book.

nn

A corresponding unit in the Activity Book.

nn

Relevant pages from the Glossary and Picture Dictionary.

nn

Activity books help reinforce the contents from home
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More materials
For the teacher

Digital resources

Full-colour Teacher’s Book.

nn

Audio CD with stories, songs
and chants.

nn

Digital Platform for Students and Teachers.

nn
nn

Easy-to-follow, flexible lesson
plans with lessons summaries
and language focus.

nn

Content maps, helpful tips
and classroom management
sections.

nn

For the classroom

Digital Books available for levels 3-6.
Extra teaching resources for all levels (tests,
evaluation grids, letters to families...).

nn

3 packs of 6 large scale posters
(for levels 1&2, 3&4 and 5&6).

nn

Printed (levels 1&2) and digital
(levels 3-6) flashcards.

nn

Plenty of printable resources.

nn

Interactive activities and games for all
levels.

nn

Multimedia resources.

nn

Social Science Highlights

Projects for active learning
ByME develops students’ independence, and social
and personal responsibility.

nn

Easy-to-do projects to encourage students’
autonomy.

nn

Activities designed to instil collaboration and
teamwork as important life skills.

nn

Projects for active learning
Well summarised information and mind maps in
every unit.

nn

Review questions to check progress.

nn

With pairwork and groupwork revision activities.

nn

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student’s Book Pack

9788415867821

9788416380299

9788416483327

9788416483334

9788416380374

9788416483488

Activity Book

9788415867838

9788416380329

9788415867852

9788416380336

9788415867876

9788416380343
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Social Science Highlights

Creating interest in the lesson
Large, vibrant illustrations.

nn

	New concepts introduced in an entertaining
and accessible way!

nn

Songs and activities: the most natural way to
learn new vocabulary.

nn

Group activities make learning easier.

nn

Learn new content with stories
Course characters are on a trip of
discovery! Do you want to know more
about it? Listen to their stories.

nn

Worried about external exams? Here
are the most common question types to
practise.

nn

Questions for all
Bite-size chunks of extracurricular
information for curious young minds. Ideal to
dazzle parents!

nn

Questions for all: simple comprehension
questions or questions that make you think
and analyse.

nn
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UNIT

LEVEL

Social Science Scope and sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

My school

The Solar System

The Universe

Earth and space

The Universe

Planet Earth

2

My home

Air and water

Air and weather

Weather and
climate

Representing the
Earth

Geography
of Spain

3

Where I live

The world
around us

Water

Water

Climate and
weather

Geography
of Europe

4

The world
around us

Where we live

The surface
of the Earth

Rocks
and minerals

Spain’s politics
and culture

The European
Union

5

The Sun
and the Moon

The people
around us

Maps and globes

Landscapes

Spanish
population

The economy

6

Time

Time and change

Community

Community

Europe

Business
and money

7

Where we live

Work and travel

The Middle Ages

Modern Spain I

8

Work

Prehistory

Spain in the
15th and 16th
centuries

Modern Spain II

9

Time and history

Ancient history

Spain in the
17th and 18th
centuries

Spain today
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Byme DIGITAL PLATFORM
The ByME Digital Platform has been redesigned to give support to teachers in the classroom,
reinforce learning for students and familiarise families with students’ courses.
You can find all your ByME products in one place, on
a single ByME Platform. Both teachers and students
have access to plenty of extra materials:
Digital books.

nn

Projectable IWB books.

nn

Audios of main texts and songs.

nn

Ready-made presentations.

nn

A wide variety of interactive activities.

nn

Multimedia and videos.

nn

Digital posters, flashcards and wordcards.

nn

Printable worksheets.

nn

Glossaries.

nn

The new digital platform allows you to:
Find all your ByME resources in one place.

nn

Follow your students’ progress and keep track of every
activity.

nn

Create a class in one click.

nn

Use it both online and offline.

nn

ByME WEBSITE
For help accessing and navigating the platform, teachers, students and families can find all the support
they need in the ByME Digital section of the website which offers:
User manuals

nn

- Access and register
- ByMe Digital Offline

Video tutorials

nn

	Videos tutorials to help you make the most
of the platform.

FAQs

nn

Responses to all the ByME queries you might have,
answered and organised by subject area.

Helpdesk

nn

Contact our ByME digital experts anywhere,
anytime for technical assistance.
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SECONDARY

Bilingual combos for all your needs

Biology and Geology

Physics and Chemistry

Levels 1, 3, 4:

Level 2:

• The Universe and the
Earth

• Chemistry
• Physics

• Life on Earth
• The human body and
health
• Ecosystems
• Geology
• Earth dynamics
• The evolution of life

Digital Project:
• Be a botanist!
• Make your own body system!
• Make millions in interstellar tourism!

Geography and History
Levels 1-4:
Digital Project:

• Human geography
• Physical geography

• Zombie apocalypse!

• Prehistory and early civilisations

• The greatest invention of all time

• Ancient Greece

• Creating a society

• The Roman Empire
• The Middle Ages
• The Modern Period
• The Contemporary Period
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biology and geology

PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY

More flexibility! Books divided into volumes
for tailor-made options and custom curricula
ByME Secondary follows a successful ByME Primary Project and makes the students’ transition to
Secondary Education easier. ByME methodology nourishes students’ curiosity, while encouraging
them to ask questions and use their critical thinking skills to solve problems. ByME Biology as well as
Physics and Chemistry will give students a sound level of Scientific Literacy and guide them through
the scientific method.

You’ll love it!
Careful balance of text, illustrations and images.

nn

Challenges students to think big.

nn

Mixed-ability support.

nn

Optional Project Based Learning section.

nn

ByME Secondary nourishes students’ curiosity, encouraging
them to ask questions and use their critical thinking skills to
solve problems.

nn

Extra contents: Projects
ByME Secondary also includes a digital
proposal of Project Based Learning with the
objective of developing students’ critical
thinking and autonomy in learning.
Be a botanist!

nn

Make your own body system!

nn

Make millions in interstellar tourism!

nn

Books divided into volumes for tailor-made options.

nn

Digital

Components
nn

Teacher’s Book with answers to all activities in the
Student’s Book.

nn

nn
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Digital Student’s Book.

Student’s Book with flexible combinations of volumes.

nn

Interactive resources.
Photocopiable resources.

nn

biology and geology / PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY content highlights

Create connections
Double CLIL opening page to create meaningful
connections between the content of the unit and a real-life
situation.

nn

Questions to spark your students’ interest and help them
create a hypotheses.

nn

Challenge students to think
All activities are graded according to cognitive and
linguistic levels of difficulty.

nn

Students are introduced to extra-curricular information for
more in-depth understanding.

nn

Content is carefully organised using different coloured
boxes to easily locate information.

nn

For curious minds
The Big Thinker section provides fun, interesting facts
about the life of famous scientists with engaging follow-up
questions.

nn

Clear and dynamic
visual presentation of
information is a must!
Review: think, reflect, relate and apply
Double page with review activities allows students to create
dynamic study guides for exams.

nn

ByME books include plenty of activities that require
students to think, reflect, relate or apply, and not just
memorise information.

nn
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biology and geology / PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY volumes

Biology and GeologY
The Universe and the Earth | 88 pp.

The human body and health | 168 pp.

U1. The Universe and the
Solar System

U1.	Human beings and health

U2. The Earth and the Moon

U3. Digestion and respiration

U3. The atmosphere

U4. Circulation and excretion

U4. The hydrosphere

U5. Coordination and nerves

U5. The geosphere

U6. Senses and movement

Life on Earth | 96 pp.

U7.	Human sexuality
and reproduction

U2.	Eating and nutrition

U1. The biosphere
U2. The simplest life forms

The evolution of life | 104 pp.

U3. Plants

U1. Cells: the basic units of life

U4. Invertebrate animals

U2. Cell reproduction

U5.	Vertebrate animals

U3. The inheritance of traits
U4. Molecular genetics

Ecosystems | 24 pp.

Earth dynamics | 168 pp.

U1. The Earth’s ecosystems

U1.	Our changing planet

Geology | 48 pp.

U2. The evolution of living things

U1. The Earth’s internal dynamics

U3. Plate tectonics

U2. The Earth’s external processes

U4.	Ecosystems
U5.	Ecosystems change
U6.	Ecosystems and humans

Physics and Chemistry
Chemistry | 88 pp.

Physics | 56 pp.

U1. Scientific activity

U1.	Forces and their effects

U2. Matter and its states

U2.	Energy

U3. Matter and its structure
U4. Physical and chemical changes
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The Universe and the Earth

9788416483587

Geology

9788416483617

Earth dynamics

Life on Earth

9788416483594

The human body and health

9788416483624

Chemistry

9788416483648
9788416697052

Ecosystems

9788416483600

The evolution of life

9788416483631

Physics

9788416697069

geography and history

You’ll love it!
Simple unit structure with easy navigation.

nn

Cognitively graded activities.

nn

Content that keys into popular interests of
adolescents.

nn

Focus on developing written and oral
presentations.

nn

Components
Student’s Book with flexible combinations of
volumes.

nn

Teacher’s Book with answers to all activities
in the Student’s Book.

nn

ByME Geography and History is a perfect bridge to ensure students have a seamless transition from Primary
to Secondary Education. It leads students through our increasingly complex world, aiming to familiarise
them with key issues from a global perspective and from multiple viewpoints. Its use in the classroom guides
students in forming independent and contrasting opinions on issues relating to society and its history. ByME
challenges students to think critically and independently, not just memorise information.

Extra contents: projects
ByME Secondary also includes a digital proposal of Project Based Learning with the objective
of developing students’ critical thinking and autonomy in learning.
Zombie apocalypse!

nn

The greatest invention of all time.

nn

Creating a society.

nn

Digital component
Digital Student’s Book.

nn

Interactive resources.

nn

Photocopiable resources.

nn
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geography and history content highlights

An engaging start
Double opening page to create meaningful connections
between the content of the unit and a real-life situation.

nn

Questions to access prior knowledge and evaluate
understanding of new unit content.

nn

Graded content progression
Content is carefully introduced through graded progression to
ensure an easy transition from Primary to Secondary Education.

nn

Activities provide students with a challenge to think critically,
not just memorise.

nn

Discover the world
Students become investigators
with classroom-friendly
experiments and tasks.

nn

Going the extra mile
Read and think: Interesting Case Studies work on reading
comprehension and encourage students to research compelling
topics.

nn

Work it out: a section that helps students organise new concepts
using mind maps.

nn
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geography and history volumes

geography and history
Physical geography | 128
pp.

The economy
and sustainability | 120 pp.

The Roman Empire | 60 pp.

U1. Planet Earth

U1.	Economic activity

U2.	Roman civilisation

U2. Geosphere: relief
and landforms

U2. The primary sector

U3.	Roman Hispania

U3. The Earth’s surface

U4. The tertiary sector

U4. The hydrosphere
U5. Atmosphere: weather
and climate
U6. The Earth’s biomes

Territory, population
and urbanisation | 64 pp.

U3. The secondary sector
U5.	Environment and
sustainable
development
U6. The world of
globalisation

U1. Territorial division

World population
and urbanisation | 48 pp.

U2. Population

U1. World population

U3. Urban areas

U2. A world of cities

Human geography | 120 pp.

Prehistory and early
civilisations | 48 pp.

U1. Studying population
U2.	Human beings in the
world
U3. Cities
U4.	Human geography
of Europe
U5. 	Human geography
of Spain

U1. Prehistory
U2.	Early civilisations

Ancient Greece | 40 pp.
U1. Ancient Greece
U2. Greek civilisation

U1. Ancient Rome

The Middle Ages | 112 pp.
U1.	From Antiquity
to the Middle Ages
U2. Islamic civilisation
U3. The origin of feudalism
U4. Medieval Europe:
11th to 15th century
U5. Culture and art
in the Middle Ages

The Modern Period | 120 pp.

The Contemporary
Period | 312 pp.
U1. The 18th century:
foundations of the
Contemporary Period
U2.	Liberalism and
nationalism
U3. The Bourbon Reforms
and the 19th century
in Spain
U4. Industrialisation
U5. Democracy and
imperialism
U6. The First World War
and the Russian
Revolutions

U1.	Humanism and the
Renaissance

U7. The interwar era

U2. The beginning of the
Early Modern Period

U9. The Restoration and
the Second Spanish
Republic

U3.	Religious reform and
Spanish dominance
U4. Absolutism and the end
of Spanish dominance
U5. Culture and art in the
Baroque period

U6.	Human impact on
the environment

U8. The Second World War

U10. The Spanish Civil War
and
the Franco dictatorship
U11. The Cold War and the
construction of the
European Union
U12. Decolonisation
and the Third World
U13. Political transition
and democracy in
Spain
U14. The challenges of
today’s world

Physical geography

9788416483655

Ancient Greece

9788416483686

Territory, population and urbanisation

9788416483662

The Roman Empire

9788416483693

Human geography

9788416483723

The Middle Ages

9788416483778

The economy and sustainability

9788416483709

The Modern Period

9788416483716

World population and urbanisation

9788416483747

The Contemporary Period

9788416483785

Prehistory and early civilisations

9788416483679
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Byme DIGITAL PLATFORM
The ByME Digital Platform brings everyone together, all in one place, by providing online support for
teachers and students. The ByME Digital Platform has been designed to give support to teachers in the
classroom and help students reinforce content at home.
Both teachers and students have access to the ByME Digital Platform, which allows you to create online
classes for all levels and provides plenty of extra resources and useful classroom communication tools:
Tracked records.

nn

Customisable Digital Book.

nn

Direct access to printable material.

nn

Digital Student’s Book
Use the Digital Book’s tools to easily personalise
your classes and meet all your students’ needs.

nn

Direct access to digital activities
Check your students’ tracked records with
the digital gradebook.

nn

Click on the folder icon to access
editable unit tests.

nn

Customisable concept maps
Students and teachers can easily customise their concept
map straight from their tablet.

nn

Click on the folder icon to access additional printable
material.

nn

Digital assessments
Students can check their knowledge using
the digital self-assessments.

nn

My classes
Give your students feedback by using the
messaging service.

nn

My tracked records
Check your students’ records.

nn
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ByME Website

Bilingualbyme.com is much more than a regular website. It has become the destination of
choice for bilingual teachers.

Visit us and you’ll find:

Catalogue
Check out our new ByME products and look
inside the books with digital samples in our Online
Catalogue.

nn

Digital Support Area
Teachers, students and families will all find the
support they need in the ByME Digital section of the
website which offers:
User manuals

nn

Video tutorials

nn

FAQs

nn

Helpdesk

nn

Family Corner
Families can be part of the learning process too.
Parents can help support their children and keep up
to date with their progress. Here you can find:
Letters to families including unit summaries
Fun activities to do at home
nnInteresting websites related to Natural Science,
Social Science, Arts & Crafts and Music
nn
nn
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Macmillan
partners
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NILE Macmillan
Education Partnership
Develop Your Teaching Career
NEW
Teaching Through English:
Primary Maths and Science
This course has been designed to support primary maths
and science teachers whose learners’ first language may
not be English. Teachers will develop the confidence and
skills to deliver maths and science ideas and concepts in
English in order to achieve the best learning outcomes
for students.
The flexibility of the course allows participants to work at
times that suit them, as well as choose different pathways within the course depending on whether they teach
maths or science. The course can also be run as a
blended or face to face one, locally or in the UK.

Find out more about exclusive discounts at:

macmillanenglish.com/nile

NILE is a world-leading centre of
excellence in the provision of teacher
development courses, supporting English
language teachers and trainers at every
stage of their ELT careers.
NILE and Macmillan Education have
collaborated to bring teachers a jointly
developed programme of online courses
by combining NILE’s expertise in teacher
development courses with the Macmillan
Education commitment to quality
teaching resources.
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Boost your
CREATIVITY with
design thinking and
PURPOSE focused on
innovation and
entrepreneurship

Bilingualism
with much more
PROGRAM STRUCTURE

+
Organised into 4 modules
with 32 structured
sessions of 45’ each

+
Digital portfolios
for students and
teachers

+
High-quality
printed material

powered by

On-site support
for teachers

certified by

br.bilingual@macmillaneducation.com

Contacts

Worldwide rights
Some of our titles are market restricted in
certain regions of the world. For full details
on the rights issues please visit
the ‘Rights & Permissions’ page on
www.macmillaneducation.com

Anti-Piracy

MACMILLAN EDUCATION BRASIL
Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 1309 –3° Andar
São Paulo - SP CEP: 01452-002

Reporting illegal e-book piracy and physical
counterfeits. The sharing and downloading
of Macmillan Education books and materials
online is an illegal activity which breaches
international copyright and trademark law, as
is the unauthorised copying and distribution of
physical products.
Piracy is taken very seriously by Macmillan
Education as it negatively impacts both authors
and our ability to produce highly quality books
and services. Macmillan Education titles are
protected by a dedicated Anti-Piracy team
within the General Counsel’s Office.
To report suspected piracy of Macmillan
products please complete the web form here:
http://www.macmillaneducation.com/
anti-piracy/

Copying

Atendimento ao professor
São Paulo Capital +55 (11) 4613-2278
Outras localidades 0800 168877
br.bilingual@macmillaneducation.com
www.macmillan.com.br

Sudeste
São Paulo
SP Capital (Zonas Leste e Sul): (11) 98473-1997
SP Capital (Zonas Norte, Oeste e Jardins): (11) 98473-1988
SP Capital (Zona Sul, Butantã e Guarulhos): (11) 98473-1998
SP Capital (ABCD/Litoral Sul/Vale do Ribeira): (11) 98473-2027
SP (Vale do Paraíba, Litoral Norte, Sul de Minas e GSP-Leste): (12) 98134-0958
SP (Interior – Bauru, Ribeirão Preto e região): (14) 98125-6870
SP (Interior – Jundiaí, Sorocaba, Campinas e região, Alphaville, Osasco e
região): (19) 98155-9588
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Minas Gerais
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Sul
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SC: (48) 99622-9191
RS (Capital e Interior): (51) 98137-1554

NORTE
AC/AP/AM/PA/RO/RR/TO: 0800 168877
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